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Abstract: Super-resolution microscopy allows optical imaging
below the classical diffraction limit of light with currently up to
20 � higher spatial resolution. However, the detection of
multiple targets (multiplexing) is still hard to implement and
time-consuming to conduct. Here, we report a straightforward
sequential multiplexing approach based on the fast exchange of
DNA probes which enables efficient and rapid multiplexed
target detection with common super-resolution techniques such
as (d)STORM, STED, and SIM. We assay our approach using
DNA origami nanostructures to quantitatively assess labeling,
imaging, and washing efficiency. We furthermore demonstrate
the applicability of our approach by imaging multiple protein
targets in fixed cells.

Super-resolution microscopy allows researchers to obtain
images with currently up to 20 � higher spatial resolution than
the classical diffraction limit.[1] Although current techniques
are already starting to transform research in the life scien-
ces,[2] most implementations are still limited to the observa-
tion of only a few molecular species in the same sample, so-
called multiplexing. Exchange-PAINT,[3] a recent implemen-
tation of the PAINT[4] concept (points accumulation in
nanoscale topography) and extension of DNA-PAINT,[5]

enables multiplexed super-resolution imaging by using tran-
sient, programmable binding between dye-labeled “imager”
strands and target-bound complementary “docking” strands
during sequential imaging rounds. Although Exchange-
PAINT allows spectrally unlimited multiplexing independent
of different dye spectra (i.e. by using the same dye for each
exchange round), imager strands are not fluorogenic, which
firstly limits its applicability beyond total internal reflection
(TIR) or oblique illumination away from the coverslip and

secondly sets an upper limit for the achievable image speed.
Recently, sequential labeling and imaging approaches have
been devised for (d)STORM[6] ((direct) stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy), where a target is immunolabeled
and imaged, followed by a fluorophore inactivation or
quenching step.[7] This procedure is repeated sequentially
for the acquisition of all remaining targets. Although these
implementations allow spectrally unlimited multiplexing, the
fluorophore quenching step followed by immunolabeling of
the next target is time-intensive, which overall limits exper-
imental throughput. Furthermore, relabeling and reimaging
of targets from previous rounds is difficult to achieve.
Recently, Exchange-PAINT was applied to STED[8] (stimu-
lated emission depletion) microscopy.[9] To achieve this, the
concentration of imager strands in Exchange-PAINT was
increased to render most target strands “occupied” during
image acquisition. While this allows for rapid probe exchange
between sequential imaging rounds, it comes at the cost of
potentially unoccupied target strands (as a result of the
stochastic binding and unbinding of strands) and increased
background fluorescence because of elevated concentrations
of imager strands in solution, both ultimately limiting the
achievable image resolution and quality.

To overcome limitations of current sequential multiplex-
ing approaches and translate DNA-based multiplexing to
super-resolution techniques such as (d)STORM, STED, or
SIM, we here describe a universal implementation using
exchangeable DNA probes. We devised a procedure
(Figure 1) that allows us to efficiently attach, image, and
detach dye-modified DNA strands (“labeling” strands) to and
from corresponding complementary handles coupled to
different targets. To achieve this, we designed labeling strands
that are optimized for stable binding during image acquisition
but can still be efficiently removed from their targets using
low-salinity washing buffer containing denaturing agents such
as formamide. First, all target species (e.g. proteins P1 to Pn)
are labeled with orthogonal DNA strands (e.g. using DNA-
conjugated antibodies for proteins) in a one-pot reaction
(Figure 1a). Then, buffer containing complementary labeling
strands to targets P1 is introduced and DNA hybridization
can occur (Figure 1b). Next, the labeling buffer is exchanged
by imaging buffer (optimized for dSTORM, STED, or SIM),
which does not contain any unbound labeling strands, and
image acquisition is performed (Figure 1c). Subsequently, the
imaging buffer is exchanged by low-salinity washing buffer
containing 30% of the denaturing agent formamide (for more
details see the Supporting information for experimental
details), thereby facilitating the dissociation of the labeling
strands from their targets by virtually “decreasing” the DNA
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melting temperature.[10] This washing procedure is usually
performed for about 10 min, until all the labeling strands have
dissociated. Finally, the washing buffer is replaced by hybrid-
ization buffer and the whole procedure is repeated for all the
remaining target species. In the resulting multiplexed super-
resolution micrograph, a unique pseudocolor is assigned to
each imaging round (and, thus, each target). Most impor-
tantly, multiplexing is not limited by distinct spectral colors
anymore, as the labeling strands for each exchange round
carry the same spectral dye. The only limitation is the number
of orthogonal DNA sequences (as in Exchange-PAINT),
which could easily reach hundreds.

To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we used
self-assembled DNA origami[11] (Figure 2). We designed so-
called six-helix-bundle (6HB) structures[12] carrying four
orthogonal single-stranded extensions on staple strands
(which allows for four labeling and imaging rounds) at
specific positions[13] (Figure 2a). For Exchange-STED and
Exchange-dSTORM imaging, we arranged the sequences in
four spots, approximately 113 nm apart (Figure 2 a). For
Exchange-SIM, we opted for a structure displaying three
spots spaced about 168 nm apart (Figure S2). Each spot
consists of six strands available for hybridization. Represen-
tative images of the respective imaging rounds are shown in
Figure 2b,c for Exchange-STED and Exchange-dSTORM,
respectively (see Figures S3 and S4 for expanded views). To
assay the efficiency of our multiplexing approach, we
interactively analyzed approximately 100 structures in the
Exchange-STED and Exchange-dSTORM experiment. For
quantification of correct versus incorrect spots in each
labeling and imaging round, it is important to note that
false negatives as well as false positives will lead to an “error”;
however, these two “failure modes” have different root
causes, and are thus important to distinguish. False positives
occur when washing is inefficient, that is, labeling strands

have not dissociated from their respective targets. False
negatives occur when labeling or imaging is inefficient, that is,
labeling strands have not hybridized to target strands or dyes
are already bleached. The origami platform allows us to
uncover both failure modes independently and thus reveals
any potential bias of our approach. We analyzed each spot in
each round separately to additionally assay for potential
biases of different locations on the DNA origami structures.
The results from our analysis show that on average about
91% of spots are correct in the Exchange-STED experiments
(Figure 2b) and 92 % in the Exchange-dSTORM experiments
(Figure 2c).

To demonstrate that the order of Exchange rounds does
not affect the experimental outcome, we varied the order for
the dSTORM experiments. We found that, indeed, the
outcome of the experiment is not affected by the order. We
note, that in round 2 of the dSTORM experiment (Figure 2c),
we do see a higher than expected number of false positives for
spots 3 and 4 (70 % and 77% correct, respectively). This
potentially suggests insufficient washing between rounds
1 and 2. However, we also note that the expected number
of correct spots was restored in round 3. To assay the
influence of different washing and hybridization times, we
performed additional experiments (Figure S5), where we first
decreased the incubation time with the labeling strands from
10 min to 1 min (keeping the washing times constant). In
a following experiment, we increased the washing time from
2 � 3 min to 3 � 10 min (keeping the incubation time of 10 min

Figure 1. a) Targets 1�n are labeled with orthogonal approximately
12 nucleotide long DNA sequences P1–Pn. b) Dye-modified “labeling”
strands stably hybridize to complementary target strands P1.
c) Acquisition is carried out in imaging buffer without free labeling
strands in solution. d) Imaging buffer is replaced by denaturing
washing buffer to facilitate the dissociation of labeling strands from
targets P1. The labeling and washing procedure is repeated for all
subsequent targets. Note that the labeling strands are coupled to the
same spectral dye (e.g. Alexa 647) in each round, thus enabling
spectrally unlimited multiplexing.

Figure 2. a) Illustration of the 6HB DNA origami “barcode”. Four
spots (with 6 binding sites each), spaced approximately 113 nm apart,
can be “decorated” with up to four orthogonal target sequences each
(colored in red, green, cyan, and magenta). b) Resulting super-
resolution images of four rounds of Exchange-STED (top) with
corresponding statistical analysis (bottom). Histograms for each
round depict the percentage of correctly identified spots. (i) Statistical
analysis showing the number of correct spots per structure in
Exchange-STED (14.6�0.7, mean � standard deviation). c) Corre-
sponding results for Exchange-dSTORM. (ii) Correct spots per struc-
ture in Exchange-dSTORM: 14.7�0.4 (mean � standard deviation).
Scale bars: 200 nm.
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constant). For the shorter probe incubation time, we detect
a lower percentage of correctly labeled spots (true positives,
see Figure S5). With longer washing times, we observe
a similar performance as with our standard conditions. In
conclusion, we note that our standard labeling and washing
conditions (i.e. 10 min labeling, 2 � 3 min washing) should
allow optimal results in exchange experiments. The statistical
analysis of both Exchange-STED and -dSTORM experiments
further shows that no positional dependency on the DNA
origami structure was observed. There was also no bias
towards false positives or negatives. Most importantly, there is
also no bias towards later washing or labeling rounds, thus
indicating that our approach is viable for more extensive
multiplexing experiments (i.e beyond four rounds). Over four
labeling and imaging rounds, we detected 14.6� 0.7 (mean �
standard deviation) correct spots in Exchange-STED (Fig-
ure 2b, (i)) and 14.7� 0.4 (mean � standard deviation)
correct spots in Exchange-dSTORM (Figure 2c, (ii)) from
a total of 16 spots. Detailed experimental conditions and
image processing specifics can be found in the Supporting
Information.

Next, to translate our multiplexing concept from in vitro
DNA origami structures to in situ labeling and imaging of
protein targets in cells, we used primary and DNA-conjugated
secondary antibodies against alpha-tubulin, LaminB, and
TOM20. The respective secondary antibodies were coupled to
three of our orthogonal target sequences. Hybridization,
imaging, and washing steps were performed similarly to the
in vitro studies on DNA origami. To demonstrate in situ
imaging, we opted for dSTORM and STED as super-
resolution methods (Figure 3), but the same procedure can
be performed for SIM as well. The results for the respective
three imaging rounds demonstrate the applicability of our
labeling, washing, and imaging scheme to in situ cell samples.

Relabeling and reimaging of targets from earlier imaging
rounds is also possible with similar performance, thus high-
lighting the fact that labeling strands indeed dissociate, rather
than being bleached and staying bound to their target strands
(Figure S6).

In conclusion, we have devised a “universal” DNA-based
multiplexed labeling and imaging technique that brings the
advantages of DNA-PAINTand Exchange-PAINT imaging to
super-resolution techniques such as dSTORM, STED, and
SIM, while simultaneously overcoming some of the limita-
tions of DNA-PAINT, that is, nonfluorogenic imager strands
in solution and slower image acquisition. However, we also
note that our presented multiplexing approach—as is the case
for all sequential imaging techniques—is limited to fixed cell
applications and is not compatible with the imaging of live
cells. Our concept has several advantages over previously
reported sequential labeling and imaging approaches for
multiplexed target detection: 1) Our approach is considerably
faster than sequential immunolabeling[7,14] or DNA strand
exchange cascades,[15] as immunolabeling of all target species
is performed simultaneously and washing and labeling only
takes about 20 min per round. Furthermore, the sample can
remain on the microscope, thus no new registration is
necessary. 2) Compared to Exchange-PAINT approaches,[9]

no free “imager” strands are present in the imaging buffer, as
labeling strands stably hybridize to their targets, which
furthermore ensures that these are constantly “labeled”.
This allows for optimized image-acquisition conditions for the
respective super-resolution technique. 3) Targets can be
relabeled and reimaged in subsequent rounds, which can
provide “resistance” to bleaching and increase image effi-
ciency. Finally, by using DNA origami structures, we were
able to assay the efficiency in labeling, imaging, and washing
steps in a quantitative fashion.

Figure 3. Three-round Exchange-dSTORM and Exchange-STED in situ. a) Alpha-tubulin is imaged in round 1. b) LaminB is imaged in round 2.
c) TOM20 is imaged in round 3. d) Overlay of three-round Exchange-dSTORM. e) Zoom-in of the highlighted area from (d) with the corresponding
diffraction-limited representation (bottom) demonstrating the increased spatial resolution in dSTORM. f–j) Corresponding Exchange-STED results
for the same protein targets. Scale bars: 5 mm (a–d and f–i), 1 mm (e, j).
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Many happy returns : A straightforward
sequential multiplexing approach based
on the fast exchange of DNA probes has
been developed that enables efficient and
rapid multiplexed target detection with
common super-resolution techniques
such as (d)STORM, STED, and SIM.
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